The Mn K-edge x-ray absorption spectra for the pure S states of the tetranuclear Mn cluster of the oxygen-evolving complex of photosystem II during flashinduced S-state cycling have been determined. The relative S-state populations in samples given 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 flashes were determined from fitting the flash-induced electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
Photosynthetic oxygen evolution occurs at a specialized site of photosystem II (PSII), the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) ( (4, 5) . This multiline signal (MLS) is indicative of a mixed valence Mn cluster of possibly four exchange-coupled Mn atoms and can be used as a quantitative marker for the S2 population. The Mn K-edge x-ray absorption spectrum, in particular the edge region (x-ray absorption near edge structure, XANES), can be used to monitor the oxidation state of the Mn cluster. Upon advance of the OEC from SI to S2, the Mn K-edge of PSII shifts to higher energy by [1] [2] eV, which has been interpreted as evidence for direct Mn oxidation (6) (7) (8) . Additional results were obtained on So-and S3-like
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states, referred to as So and S*, respectively, that were populated by low-temperature continuous illumination of chemically treated samples. In the S* state, the OEC was shown to have the same Mn K-edge position as in S2, suggesting the absence of direct Mn oxidation during the S2 -> S3 transition (9) . During the So -> Si transition, Mn appears to be oxidized, because the inflection point energy of the SI state is -2 eV higher than that in the So state (10) . A (11) . However, in those XANES studies no independent information was available on the actual S-state distributions in the XAS samples used.
Because of the apparent discrepancy between the results of Ono et al. (11) and our previous studies (9, 10), we decided to combine XANES experiments on flash-induced S-states with a detailed EPR characterization of the flash-induced S-state advance in the same samples. We have monitored the S2 population by measuring its EPR MLS amplitude and have fit the damped oscillation pattern with the Kok model, using misses and double hits as the only variables (14, 15 (20, 21) .
Mn(III)4(tL3-0)2(AcO)7(2,2'-bipyridine)2(C104) (22) and Mn(IV)4(,t2-0)6(1,4,7-triazacyclononane)3(C104)4 (23) were generously provided by our collaborators George Christou and Karl Wieghardt and their research group members, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
S-State Distributions. To extract accurate edge spectra of the pure S states from the measured flash-induced edge spectra, the actual S-state distributions in samples given a particular number, 0-5, of flashes was established by characterizing the flash-induced oscillation pattern of the MLS. This oscillation pattern is shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 1) . The best fit (dashed line) was found with 12% misses and 5% double hits.** Using these fit values, the S-state distributions in samples given 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 flashes were calculated and are given in Table 1 . This independent information on the S-state distributions allows us to extract reliably the XANES spectra of the pure S states from the experimentally acquired spectra of flashed samples (see below).
Mn K-Edge Spectroscopy. Flash-induced changes. Mn Kedge spectra were measured for three sets of samples. Each set consisted of 2-4 samples given 0-5 flashes; in total a distribution of 7, 8, 12, 8, 6 , and 8 samples given 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 flashes, respectively. The position of the main edge was characterized by its first IPE. In Fig. 2 S-state edge spectra. The edge spectrum of a sample subjected to any number of flashes is a superposition of the edge spectra of the four S states, each of these S-state spectra weighted by its population in that particular sample. As described above, application of the Kok model to fit the flash-induced MLS oscillation pattern (Fig. 1) yields an estimate for these relative populations in the individual S-states as a function of the flash number (Table 1) . Thus, the pure edge spectra of the four S states can be calculated by inversion of any combination of four equations from Table 1 . We used the spectra of samples given 0, 1, 2, or 3 flashes to calculate the edge spectra of the pure states SO-S3. The resulting S-state edge spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . We tested the accuracy of this procedure by using the appropriate coefficients from Table 1 to reconstruct the edge spectra of a sample given 4 or 5 flashes as a linear combination of the calculated pure S-state spectra. These reconstructed edge spectra agree well with those experimentally observed (25) .
The IPE found for the pure S-state spectra are 6550. (21) that the spectral region around the inflection point, between 6545 and 6555 eV, reflects predominantly oxidation state changes, whereas the region between 6555 and 6575 eV reflects changes in the coordination environment of the Mn. In Fig. 4 we show the second derivatives of the normalized S-state edge spectra. Several features change reproducibly with S state. During the SI -> S2 transition, a pronounced positive feature appears at 6552 eV, marked with a, whereas above 6555 eV the edge remains virtually unchanged. This has also been seen in the edge spectrum of the S2-state samples populated by continuous illumination at 200 K (25) . The shape of the edge in the spectral range between 6545 and 6555 eV (highlighted in the S3 spectrum in Fig. 4) remains mostly unchanged at the S2 -> S3 transition. However, So, II, III, IV, IV or III, III, III, IV  S1, III, III, IV, IV  S2, III, IV, IV, IV  S3 , III, IV, IV, IV* In a previous paper (21) (11) (12) (13) . The finding that the first and second flash induced similar shifts in the edge position (defined as halfheight energy, HHE) has led those authors to conclude that direct Mn oxidation takes place during both the Si -> S2 and S2 -> S3 transitions (11 
